K-ras mutations in duodenal aspirate without secretin stimulation for screening of pancreatic and biliary tract carcinoma.
K-ras mutations at codon 12 (KRM) have been detected in over 80% of tissues and pure pancreatic juice (PPJ) samples from patients with pancreatic carcinoma (PCa) and are promising genetic tumor markers. Aspirating PPJ not only requires technical skill, but is also exhausting for patients. The authors attempted to evaluate whether the detection of KRM in the duodenal aspirate (DA) obtained immediately after endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP), an easier sample-collecting method than collecting PPJ, could be useful for the diagnosis of PCa and biliary tract carcinoma (BTCa). DA was collected endoscopically without secretin stimulation immediately after the ERCP procedure from 160 patients: 38 patients with PCa, 38 with chronic pancreatitis (CP), 22 with BTCa, 20 with adenomyomatosis of the gallbladder (AGB), 22 with cholecystolithiasis (CCL), and 20 control subjects. Mutant allele specific amplification (MASA), which is a highly sensitive method for detecting KRM, was performed, with the DNAs extracted from these samples by phenol-chloroform. The incidence of KRM in DA by MASA was 25 (66%) of the 38 PCa cases, 12 (32%) of the 38 CP cases, and 12 (55%) of the 22 BTCa cases. There was no patient with positive KRM in DA among the 20 cases of AGB, 22 of CCL, and 20 control subjects. The sensitivity was 62% and the specificity 88% in this study design. The KRM incidence was found to be relatively high for the patients with PCa and BTCa by MASA, which is a highly sensitive method, although the incidence of KRM in DA from the patients with PCa was not as high as the incidence in their PPJ with secretin stimulation. MASA showed a relatively high incidence of KRM even in the DA, which was easily obtained from the patients with PCa and BTCa without secretin stimulation immediately after ERCP. These results suggest that the detection of KRM in the DA by MASA is useful for the screening of both PCa and BTCa.